Program for the 24th Annual Recycling Update

March 19, 2019 at the Freight & Salvage Auditorium in Berkeley, California
8:00 a.m.

Registration Opens

8:30 a.m.

RU 24 Introduction: David Krueger, NCRA President

Gina Lee, Founder, Circular CoLab, “Circular Economy, Circular Solutions” - Gina will provide an overview of the
guiding principles of the Circular Economy and highlight innovative American businesses and organizations that
have already built circular solutions. The presentation will also include trends and challenges facing the
development of the Circular Economy here in the US and provide some ideas for moving forward.
Patrick Hayes, Recycling Specialist, City of Oakland, “Oakland C&D NEF” - Patrick will outline the highlights of
Oakland’s C&D non-exclusive franchise system.
Joshua Perez-Cramer, Operator, Independent Recycling Services, “The Ins and Outs of C&D Regulations” - Joshua
will be discussing experiences working with different departments and jurisdictions; the pro’s & con’s with C&D
Regulations and working with several departments; hauling vs. processing- source separation; education and
community outreach; and the importance of 3rd party verification.
Teresa Montgomery, Sustainability Manager, South San Francisco Scavenger Company, “Using Magic to Clean up
Commercial Organics” – During the summer of 2017, Blue Line Transfer added a Scott Turbo Separator to its arsenal
of processing equipment. Loads of commercial waste containing a high volume of food scraps, food-soiled paper,
and plastic & bioplastic bags are directed to the Scott and magically transformed. A significant amount of material
previously sorted manually, sent out for processing, or hauled directly to landfill is recovered for on-site anaerobic
digestion. The magic “salsa” created by the Scott allows Blue Line to landfill less, digest more, and increase gas
production for their CNG fleet. Win. Win. Win.
Steven Sherman, Principal, Steven Sherman Consulting, “Picking Plastics in Paradise: Using Citizen Scientists to
Characterize Marine-Borne Plastics in Indonesia” - Steven Sherman participated in a citizen science-based
initiative, led by the non-profit organization 5 Gyres, to document and characterize plastics in the marine and
coastal environment in Indonesia. This presentation addresses the waste characterization methods employed and
results found.
Roland Geyer, Professor, UCSB Bren School of Environmental Science and Management, “Making Recycling Work” –
Reuse and recycling have the potential to significantly reduce the environmental impacts of industrial production,
but suffer from widespread misunderstandings and have so far fallen short of their promise. This presentation will
discuss how common misconceptions about recycling have been preventing it from reaching its full environmental
potential and explore strategies to change this.

Follow us on social media @ncrarecycles on Twitter and Northern California Recycling Association on Facebook
and at these #s: #RecyclingUpdate2019 #RU2019 #NCRARecycles #zerowaste #NorthernCaliforniaRecyclingAssociation #zww2019
#zerowasteweek
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